Recent advances in thin-fi lm engineering leads to a new type of mixed-phase system in BiFeO 3 (BFO) epitaxial fi lms driven by substrate strain. [ 1 ] Single-phase multiferroic BFO had attracted great interests due to its robust ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic orderings at room temperatures. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Under a strong compressive strain ( > 4%), the stable crystal structure of BFO transformed from the rhombohedral-like monoclinics (R) to tetragonal-like monoclinics (T), [ 12 , 13 ] and with suitable strain relaxation through thickness, the coexistence of R-BFO and T-BFO phases can be obtained in the same fi lm. [ 1 , 14-18 ] This mixed-phase system can provide a simulated template to reveal origins of unique physical properties in relaxor and morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) materials, such as the large piezoelectric response and the enhanced ferroelectric polarization. [19] [20] [21] [22] In addition, recent study showed that in the mixedphase BFO, the stripe-shape R-BFO embedded in T-BFO matrix possessed nonzero spontaneous magnetic moments along the long axis of the stripe, [ 23 , 24 ] which opens a new direction for strain-driven physics in ferroic oxides.
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Creation of T-R phase boundary with controllable ferroic orderings is a critical step towards further mechanism study or novel device realization. It is known that the mixed-phase system can be switched between T-and R-BFO phases by external electric fi elds. [ 25 , 26 ] However, the formation of ordered mixed-phase structure seems diffi cult to be obtained, because it involves the selection between many equivalent pathways during the switching history. This problem is similar to that in creating orderly ferroelastic switching in single-phase ferroelectrics, where several local minimum states possessed compatible electrostatic and elastic energies. [ 27 , 28 ] Balke et al. had demonstrated successful control of ferroelastic switching in single-phase BFO by breaking the spatial symmetry during the domain nucleation. [ 29 ] In mixed-phase BFO, Vasudevan et al. had reported the mechanism of T-R transition and created R-BFO phases with specifi c spatial orientations. [ 30 ] However, each orientation of T-R boundary is satisfi ed with low energy states of two polarization confi gurations, and the control of them is yet not addressed. Moreover, the interactions between ferroic parameters of the created boundary with those of the matrix are still unknown. In this study, we present an elegant method to systematically create T-R mixed-phase stripes with controllable ferroic boundary conditions by a biased atomic force microscope (AFM) tip, and fi nally lead to the aim of electrically controllable magnetism. The key factors and mechanisms to break the equivalent variants during T-R phase nucleation are demonstrated, and the fi ne domain structures at the T-R boundary are also revealed. Besides ferroelectric variants, the ferroelastic orderings of T-R boundaries are controlled by varying the strain-mediated interaction with the T-matrix. In the end, the electrical control of spontaneous magnetic moments in mixed-phase stripes through ordering boundary conditions is presented. This study provides basic understanding to electrically control the unique T-R phase boundary and opens a new route to design strain-mediated magnetoelectric devices.
The resultant phases and domain structures in strained BFO fi lms strongly depend on the poling history (see Supporting information, Figure S1 ). The topography of as-grown fi lms possessed T-BFO matrix and stripe regions where each stripe valley is the T-R phase boundary. [ 23 ] The stripe regions include T and R-BFO phases, and both phases are of domain width about 30 nm, separated by a phase boundary of width about 5 nm, as shown in the TEM images of earlier reports. [ 1 ] Detailed domain images in the mixed phase region are shown in Supporting information, Figure S2 . It had been reported that the T-matrix in strained BFO is M c type monoclinic, [ 12 ] with in-plane (IP) polarization components mainly parallel to < 100 > directions. The stabilized domain wall orientations between two adjacent T domains on the surface are along < 110 > directions. [ 13 ] The spatial symmetry for domain nucleation can be broken by the scanning trajectory of the poling tip. Ordered T-BFO domains can be created by the way similar to the control of ferroelastic switching in unstrained singlephase R-BFO. [ 29 ] With different combinations of fast and slow scanning axes of the biased tip along four IP < 110 > directions, a total of four kinds of ordered T domain structures can be obtained (see Supporting information, Figure S3 ). Each stable domain structure of T-matrix includes two domains, and on the boundary between two different T-matrixes, IP polarization components of four adjacent domains can construct a closure vortex. The summarized rule to control the T-BFO domain orderings is that the obtained domain structure has the domain walls parallel to the fast writing axis, and the net IP polarization of two composed T domains is opposite to the direction of the slow writing axis ( Figure S3 ).
Highly-ordered T-R mixed phases and their boundaries can be further controlled through fast-scanning directions of the writing tip. A negative-biased tip was used to write the mixedphase stripes on a pre-switched downward polarized T-BFO matrix. The poled rectangles in Figure 1 were obtained by a writing process where the bias was only turned on in one specifi c direction during the fast-axis scanning, as indicated in Our pervious study about the T-R transition mechanism [ 30 ] indicated that the created mixed-phase stripes tend to be perpendicular to the writing axis, and the activation energy to nucleate R-BFO is smaller than that to switch out-of-plane (OP) polarization (also see Supporting information, Figure S4 ). When the writing direction of fast axis was also controlled, the curvature tendency of the stripe became an adjustable ordering parameter. Figure 1 a and 1 g show that the created stripes curved toward the tip moving direction along < 100 > . Note that the domain structures in mixedphase region are closely related to the stripe curving directions. Each curved loop shown in IP PFM images (Figure 1 e,f,k,l) is of the T-R phase boundary. [ 23 ] One side of the loop coincides with the stripe valley while the other side coincides with the stripe peak in topography. R-BFO phases are circled inside the loops, and T-BFO phases are located between the loops. [ 23 ] The IP polarizations of the phase boundaries are mainly perpendicular to the stripe orientations and parallel to < 100 > directions, as indicated by the arrows in the IP PFM images. Different slopes between upper and lower segments of the same stripe correspond to two different low-energy domain structures. In the as-grown states with downward OP polarization, the IP component at the phase boundary is parallel to the stripecurving direction, while in the switched region with upward OP polarization, the IP component at the phase boundary is antiparallel to the stripe-curving direction. Figure 2 illustrates the possible pathway for the formation of ordered mixed-phase stripe on a T-matrix under electric fi elds from a moving tip. Since the T-R phase boundaries have stronger IP components than adjacent T and R phases, the interaction between the polarization at the phase boundary and external fi elds breaks the nucleation symmetry. The fi rst and the mixed-phase stripes were created along the edges of the poled rectangles. The right-up and left-down insets in Figure 4 a show the details of two kinds of curved stripes with opposite polarization variants, as discussed earlier, which were also correlated with their stripe-curving directions. The verticallytitled and the horizontally-titled rectangles in Figure 4 a were written with the fast axis deviating from [010] for 25 ° and 10 ° , respectively. Correspondingly, straight and curved stripes with different ferroelastic ordering parameters were successfully formed on the edges of the vertically-titled and the horizontallytitled rectangles, respectively.
In single-phase BFO thin films with ground-state rhombohedral crystal structure (space group R3C ), a nonzero weak magnetic moment due to the antiferromagnetic canting is expected, [ 7 ] while in strained BFO films, this spontaneous moment is strongly enhanced, forming detectable magnetic domains in the distorted monoclinic R-BFO phases circled by the T-R phase boundaries. [ 23 ] The spatial variation of strain has strong gradient near the T-R phase boundary, so the inhomogeneous interaction between the spatially modulated diagram in Figure 2 shows the polarization directions at T-R boundary favored by the IP fi elds from a negative-biased tip. As mentioned earlier, the IP polarization of the boundary was mainly perpendicular to the orientation of the stripe. Therefore, when the tip was writing along [110] Figure 2 , only one IP component at the boundary was preferred by the nucleation sequence, i.e. [100], the tip fi eld at the back side of the writing trajectory. Moreover, due to the smaller nucleation energy of R-BFO phases, mixedphase stripes were formed before OP switching. [ 30 ] With downward OP polarization, the T-R boundary with IP component directing to [100] was then stabilized with the shape curving toward positive [100] direction. The formed stripes spilt into two sections when the OP polarization in the middle region was switched upward due to high fi eld stress and transformed to the matrix T-BFO. The resultant domain structures in Figure 1 suggest that the fi nal stage was the 180 ° ferroelectric switching in half of the mixed-phase region, as illustrated in the last diagram of Figure 2 . Without changing the monoclinic distortion axis, the fi nal OP switching didn't involve additional elastic energy. Therefore, the created mixed-phase stripes have the same ferroelastic ordering parameters with the as-grown stripes possessing the same topography.
The tilting of the scanning axis provides another degree of freedom to control the ferroelastic orderings in mixed-phase stripes. As shown in Figure 3 a, when edges of a poled rectangle tilted away from the [100] direction, the mixed-phase stripes on the rectangle edges transformed from curved to straight geometry. Basically, the straight stripes occurred when the scanning axis was titled from [100] for more than 20 ° . The topography and domain structures of the straight mixed-phase stripes are shown in Figure 3 b-d. Note that the T-R phase boundaries no longer possess domains shaped in closed loops; instead, the IP PFM images show meandering S-shaped boundaries. This result indicates that for the straight mixed-phase stripe, the T-BFO in the OP switched segment was adjacent to the R-BFO phase in the OP un-switched segment. Moreover, unlike the domain structures in curved stripes (Figure 1 ) , the IP polarizations of T-R phase boundary in the OP switched and non-switched segments of a straight stripe were the same. Same IP but opposite OP components reveal that the monoclinic distortion axes of these two segments are different, which results in another type of ferroelastic ordering in the mixed-phase region. The as-grown stripes tended to arrange along [100] or [010] directions; therefore, driving the mixed-phase stripes to align along largely-deviated direction will involve strong elastic interaction. The resultant structure was stabilized by releasing shear strained energy so that the IP monoclinic distortions were tilted in opposite directions on two sides of the boundary created along the writing direction.
The manipulation of T-R phase boundaries with different ferroic orderings is summarily demonstrated in Figure 4 a. The ferroelectric variants of T-BFO and mixed-phase stripes were controlled by slow scanning axis and fast scanning axis of the poling process, respectively. Therefore, ordered T-BFO matrix and mixed-phase domains can be manipulated independently. Four combinations of the T-BFO matrix domains were obtained, II are symmetric with each other for an operation of 180 ° rotation about the sample normal; remarkably, the magnetic contrasts of these two mixed-phase stripes are opposite, agreeing with the rotation symmetry. This result indicates that the magnetic moments are controllable by local environmental orderings. Mixed-phase region III has the T-matrix variants same as region I inside the poled rectangle and same as region II outside the poled rectangle. The magnetic contrasts of two mixed-phase stripes in region III are one dark and one bright on each rectangle edge. Note that the ferroelectric and ferroelastic orderings of the straight mixed-phase stripes possess in-plane 180 ° rotation symmetry while the IP variants of T-matrix are inversed under the 180 ° rotation. The result that the magnetic orientations of the stripes in region III possessed different IP rotation symmetry from those in region I and II indicates that the magnetic moments are complexly coupling to both ferroelectric and ferroelastic orderings. Some magnetic disorders were also observed, which corresponded to the appearance of random curved stripes due to the relaxation near the rectangular corner.
Two possible mechanisms may cause the dependence of magnetic moments on the environmental ferroelectric orderings. One is the fl exomagnetic interaction, where the large strain gradient across the phase boundary induces specifi c magnetization. When changing the domain structures in the T-matrixes adjacent to the mixed-phase stripes, the monoclinic distortion directions of T-BFO matrixes also vary with their ferroelectric easy axes through the piezoelectric coupling. The spatial variation of strain from the T-matrixes to the R-BFO phases could be responsible for the fl exomagnetic interaction. Note that the strain distribution near the phase boundary is more complex than that at the regular domain wall and may be nonlocal. The other possible mechanism is the fl exomagnetoelectric interaction. In BiFeO 3 thin fi lms, although the spin cycloid is suppressed, theoretical estimation based on the inhomogeneous magnetoelectric interaction suggested the ferroelectric stripe domain structures can also induce the modulation of antiferromagnetic vectors, which possess abrupt magnetization deviations at the ferroelectric domain boundaries. [ 31 ] In strained BiFeO 3 , both the strain and polarization gradients across phase boundaries could be signifi cant. The couplings between magnetization, polarization, and strain in the mixed-phase region cause interesting nano-scale multiferroic properties. Although the detailed mechanism to result in specifi c magnetic orientation is unclear, based on the preliminary observations, the spontaneous magnetic moments at the T-R boundary are sensitive to local environment ordering parameters and thus electrically controllable. The systematic way provided in this study to create different ordering boundaries is a key step for further investigation.
In summary, a systematic way was demonstrated to create T-R phase boundaries with different ferroic-ordering environments. Ordered mixed-phase stripes were controlled by the writing trajectories of a biased AFM tip. The fast-scanning axis determines the polarization variants of the mixed-phase stripes while the slow-scanning axis governs the ordered domains in T-BFO matrix, so the ferroelectric ordering in matrix and mixedphase region can be controlled independently. The fi ne domain magnetic moments and electric polarizations will play an important role in the magnetoelectric couplings. Therefore, it's crucial to know the magnetic properties in the mixedphase region with controllable environmental ferroelectric and ferroelastic orderings. Figure 4 b shows X-ray magnetic circular dichroism-based photoemission electron microscopy (XMCD-PEEM) images of three mixed-phase regions which were created with straight stripes and different combinations of ordering T-BFO matrixes. The contrasts in XMCD-PEEM images indicate the IP magnetic moments parallel or anti-parallel to the incident X-ray, which show the magnetic moments are located in the R-BFO and parallel to the long axis of the stripes. In Figure 4 b, the ferroelectric and ferroelastic orderings in mixed-phase region I and 
